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And I say good evening to you one and all. Well it is indeed a pleasure for me to once
again have the opportunity of manifesting in this manner and as you have probably already
realized, I am Dr. Carlos Blair and it is indeed, as I say, my pleasure. I want to especially
welcome those of you who might be here for the first time and I think it might well be
appropriate to allow the misses portion of my medium to, if she would to give forth with the time
that the tele is going to be broadcast pertaining to what happened earlier this night. Do you
understand what I am speaking of?
There-that is what the Rock was trying to say but did not know how to go about it. And
I certainly welcome you here.
I don`t know what is worse, the old boy having the teeth worked on, swallowing all the
goop that ruins the throat or talking all the time. But none the less the throat is a little irritated
this evening so I will do the best I can with it.
I want to say first of all, that as I come forth at this time, that I have found that it is time
now once again to speak in terms of reminders, and it would be I think appropriate to remind
each of those present that this of course should be a time in which each of those in the physical
body in your world should take the moment for the purpose of counting their blessings.
Counting indeed being thankful for all that they have and all that is being given. And of course
those of us in spirit feel much the same at this very special time of the year.
I think it is therefore appropriate that I might speak about a subject that would normally
not be spoken of in the class such as this. But I hope that I can shed some light there to what I
see as being misunderstandings in the minds of many. And that is to speak on the subject of the
Christ Consciousness.
It seems as though in your world there is great misunderstanding pertaining to the
concept of thought when someone speaks of the Christ Consciousness. Because in most in a
physical body immediately think upon only the one that was called Jesus, as it were. And,
therefore, they limit somewhat, the terminology of the Christ Consciousness.
As I have spoken on previous occasions, when I felt the need was there to clarify the
fullness of the responsibilities of man to God, it always involves that of the Christ
Consciousness.
Sometimes when man is in a physical body and he has raised his vibratory levels through
meditation or prayer, or by whatever means, and he comes into contact with a teacher in the
spirit world of a higher vibratory level than what is normal, it is very often misconstrued as, “ my
goodness, I just spoke to Christ. Or I just spoke to God,” as it were. And in reality, as I have
mentioned previous that would not be a physical possibility due to the fact that Christ himself did
bring about and have his ascension and went into the a-one-ness with the God-head.
However, in your world there is existing what man has learned to utilize the terminology
and call the Christ Consciousness. The Christ Consciousness is not only reflecting the spiritual
understanding and awareness that the one you know as Jesus had, but also is reflecting to the
higher levels or the higher realms within your universe toward that a-one-ness with the
God-head.
It is indeed possible for those of you in a physical body to raise your vibratory levels to
receive, as it were, from either in a direct or an indirect manner, to receive from the Christ

Consciousness, your awareness. And that does not mean, and I reiterate, that does not mean at
all that you are indeed receiving if from Jesus the Christ. But the Christ Consciousness is a part
of the overall cosmic consciousness or the consciousness that would have emanated initially
from God Almighty himself.
It was passed through to those who had the ability to comprehend and to understand and
to utilize in their lives that understanding, to walk with and live in a more perfect a-one-ness with
their God, such as that of Jesus the Christ. There have been many, however, who have
manifested previous in the physical body who have been of the Christ Conscious level of
awareness. It would take far too long to speak of all the great teachers that have manifested in
this manner in the physical body. Wherein they had the ability to elevate themselves in a
spiritual awareness level to tune into and understand and utilize the truth and the beauties that
were brought forth from the very Christ Consciousness.
We in spirit have the opportunity, not always of working from a direct basis, directly
from our level to the Christ Consciousness level, but if not directly, certainly through our
teachers here in spirit who are of greater, higher vibrations that can indeed utilize and tune into
Christ Consciousness.
Man should not place great limitations upon God or himself, because to do so is to refute
the very teachings that Christ came forth to bring. It is indeed the responsibility of each of you
manifesting in a physical body to reach forth, to find that greater fulfillment, that greater insight
through striving for the truth that is found in the levels of the Christ Consciousness.
The Christ Consciousness is not, however, the same as God Consciousness or God
awareness, but is indeed the highest level of perfection of truth, short of the God Consciousness
itself.
So many times, as I have said previous, that man has the opportunity to experience or feel
that beautiful upliftment and a-one-ness of the vibratory levels of a higher spiritual teacher, that
they are indeed misled into thinking, and being sincere about it of course, that they have indeed
spoken to Jesus Christ himself. When in reality they have had a mere glimmer of the total of the
in-depth-ness of the Christ Consciousness.
I believe the manner in which I might bring it about into a little more clearness for you,
as I have spoken previously, there are basically in your universe, seven levels or as you might
want to call them planes of evolvement. Most who are in the physical body are either
manifesting in the third or the lower fourth plane. A high teacher might well be manifesting in
spirit on the fifth or the lower sixth plane, as it were. However, the majority of those in spirit
are manifesting either on the higher third or the lower fourth plane.
The majority, not unlike it is on your earth, are not teachers. Man has been forced to
limit his thinking to the seven planes of your universe. Because it is beyond his comprehension
to consider the millions of universes that are indeed existing beyond what you know as your
universe, which does incorporate your earth or your world as you call it.
The Christ Consciousness has the total awareness of all of the entirety of all the
universes. Not merely that of the ones pertaining to these planets upon which you are existing.
The coming into the awareness of the cosmic- or God-Consciousness as it were, would be
indeed to go beyond the level of the seven planes that are involved in your universal
consciousness.
So when one speaks of the fullness of the Christ Consciousness, it is so vast and
encompassing, as it were, that it is beyond man`s comprehension. I know at previous times I
have heard those repeat to my medium, “well Dr. Blair spoke on something so simple, well it

was something I have heard and known for many years. Well it was as it were, kindergarten they
say.” And there is great truth in that. However, until such time as man has learned to not only
understand but indeed incorporate and utilize in his daily life, the very basics of spiritual
awareness and understanding, then it would be somewhat futile, as it were, for those of us in
spirit to come forth with greater in-depth awareness that man has not even come close to utilizing
the simplicities yet.
It is not our wish as it were, to bring confusion or to bring the awareness to those who are
not yet ready to comprehend and to fully understand, which would indeed bring about confusion.
That of course would be very readily possible. And I wish to go back to that which I started
with, one of the simplest of all, and that is utilizing the understanding of setting aside a portion of
self, as well as time, for the purpose indeed of reaching out in a spiritual sense, through
meditation, through prayer thought, as it were, and to count the many blessings that have already
been bestowed, to learn to indeed truly appreciate that which is around and about you, to learn to
appreciate not only the things of the material or the spiritual, but more importantly to learn to
appreciate the relationships, the friendships, the people that you find in your midst.
Yes, it is indeed basic. But it is also indeed the one area in which Christ spent his entire
ministry. Repeating time and again in hopes that it might not only be understood, but also
utilized within the lives of those who heard his words.
That is our greatest concern from spirit. It is not having you be one who has great
wisdom and insights beyond all other peoples, but more than that, in great simplicity, one who
has the understanding and indeed the ability to utilize that understanding, to where he is indeed
working closer to that a-one-ness with God.
Now I know the time is short because the Rock`s pretty nervous, and for those of you
who might be here for the first time, I just lovingly refer to him as the Rock. It is easier than
Rolling Stone, you know. And now I believe I should have, in all probability caused some
questions, so I`ll entertain questions pertaining to the subject on which I have spoken.
Question: What would be the first and second levels?
Dr. Blair: The first and the second levels are the beginning levels where there is indeed very little
light, very little spiritual awareness or understanding. In other words, that is many times
referred to as the darkened planes or the grayish planes where it is shut away from the light of
God.
Question: Would that include animals?
Dr. Blair: Not at all. Many animals are as highly and sometime more highly evolved in their
spiritual a-one-ness with God than some of those who consider themselves not being animals,
but rather people, yes. And I know certainly those who a re manifesting in a physical body who
are certainly more into the category of the animal, you know.
Question: I have been attending the meetings at the library on Monday nights and these
professors from the university, a physicist, and engineers, and so forth, and what you were just
talking about, their level of awareness is just astounding. I just cannot believe it that they are
such brilliant minds but they do not have any light at all.
Dr. Blair: That is true. You might be the walking actuary, as it might be properly referred to,
that has all knowledge, but without application knowledge is worthless. And that many times is
the case. It is the little child you know who perceives, and they without hesitation says my

goodness that is so great I think I will do it. And they just go forth and to it without question.
Yes.
That is what Christ meant when he said least you become as little children, you shall not
see the kingdom of God. Yes.
Question: Is the God Consciousness like having unconditional love?
Dr. Blair: Well, I think certainly that is an approach to it. If you had the full understanding of
unconditional love in the proper connotation. Yes. That would be, because God of course is
love. Yes
Question: Dr. Blair, is it rather more of a physical or mental reason why it would be impossible
for us in this level to contact somebody as high as Christ?
Dr. Blair: Well it would be in reality both, because you are limited to a physical body which in
itself keeps your vibratory levels at a lower level than that which would be possible to raise to.
And secondly, that it would be impossible for Christ who has gone into his… and you are
speaking of Jesus Christ who has attained his a-one-ness and once again has become a part of the
God head itself, so therefore he can no longer manifest as an individual, or in a spiritual body as
an individual soul. It is a part of the over-soul of the God-head as it were. Yes.
Question: If Christ is part of the God-head and all things are possible to God, why is it not
possible for Christ to come and talk to each one of us?
Dr. Blair: Well, that is like saying why is it not possible for God to talk to us. It is not a thing of
being possible, it is a thing of not being practical.
Response: Why?
Dr. Blair: Well, first of all, Jesus would be a very busy person, would he not?
He, also, when he was in a physical body taught, “ do not cast your pearls before swine.” And
to bring teachings or to bring understandings from the level that Christ would have now
manifesting at the God-head would be certainly casting the pearls before swine, because it would
be of such high intellectual levels that those in the physical body could not begin to conceive and
understand it. Yes
Question: Could he bring it down to a level where we could understand it?
Dr. Blair: I believe he has greater purposes and fulfillment than that.
Question: Also he would have to lower his level of vibration.
Dr. Blair: Yes, of course.
Response: It would be easier to send somebody else.
Dr. Blair: It may well be, as I said, that there are those in a physical body who can raise their
vibratory levels to teachers in spirit who in turn through their teachers, and many chains of
events, could indeed perceive and bring the truth from the Christ Consciousness, but not for
Christ himself to manifest in the body, no. As I have reiterated many times, if one in a physical
body at your vibratory level could indeed make direct contact with Jesus the Christ at his level, it
would be as though you had plugged in 110 to 5000 volts. It would not last very long would it?
It would blow the circuits as you would say. Yes. It would not be…it is like saying well all
things are possible, so it is possible to plug 110 into 5000 volts. Well it may be possible but it is
certainly not practical.

Question: In the Bible it says there will be a second coming of Christ.
Dr. Blair: Not in the connotation that man has learned to place it in. If you would go back into
the books of the Bible, in that of Matthew, I believe you would find in about the 24th chapter
you would find therein where Christ spoke of his second coming. And he spoke of the various
signs that would be seen and that which would take place. And he said that indeed this would
all manifest prior to the time that this generation leaves its body that while this generation is yet
in the body. And of course it was not completely and totally fulfilled to that extent because that
was indeed to be the second coming. And the end that you know as being taught in the
theological concept is the end of the world, is to come about. And man two thousand years later
is still waiting for the second coming.
But this coming of Christ, yes indeed, there will be a second coming and a third and a
fourth and many more. Because it is coming into the understanding and awareness of the truth
and the fulfillment of the Christ Consciousness, not Jesus Christ once again manifesting in a
physical body. As I have said so many times before, if he did return to your world again today,
the poor soul would once again be crucified. Because man would not have the ability to
comprehend much less accept one such as Jesus the Christ. But the second coming and the third
and all the comings of Christ are taking place at all times for different ones, and it is coming
about through their awareness and understanding, and the utilization of that awareness and
understanding of the Christ Consciousness. That is the second coming, yes, but it will not be in
a physical body since… no, not at all.
Theologians might say, as it were, that his many appearances and manifestations through
materialization and etherialization, both, after his resurrection, that that indeed was his second
coming as it were and therefore the scripture indeed was fulfilled. But not the end of the world,
as you know it to be. You see, if I were to get into all the areas that would be involved with
the full awareness and understanding of God, it would be so far beyond the comprehension of
man in a physical body. You know there is indeed sentient life in other areas of the universe
and other universes. God did not single out merely this one little planet, as it were, and say well
that is gonna be the only one that is gonna have any God force on it. And therefore since your
Bible as you know it to be has only been, thus far at least, utilized here on this planet, that means
all those other poor souls in all the other universes are completely shut away from the true truth
of God if indeed the only truth is found in the book you call your Bible.
You see how complex it becomes very quickly. Yes. And the end of the world you
see…well which world, there`s many. Yes.
Question: So you are sorta saying the second coming of Christ is like an individual plane that
they transcend?
Dr. Blair: Yes, by all means, it is as an individual reaches his level of awareness to indeed
understand and utilize the Christ Consciousness, then they have indeed found the coming of
Christ within their very souls.
Question: Is it possible to infer that the end of the world is the end of the current _____?
Dr. Blair: Well it could either be the end or the overwhelmingness of it, either. Yes. And
therein is your heaven and your hell.
Question: You say that man cannot know, and yet somehow I feel that our hearts do.

Dr. Blair: Yes, through the heart of man but I am speaking of the mind of man. His mental
capacities cannot begin to fathom or understand the magnitude of it all. Yes. And even of
those of us in spirit who have had the opportunity to see the more clearly, we are not shown it all,
because again there is even portions there that would be beyond our ability to comprehend, as it
were. And that is why I have reiterated time and again that we in spirit are not infallible. We
certainly are not infallible. We make errors, as it were. But not within the scope of our own
awareness, we teach truth to the extent that we understand it. But that does not…and yet I
myself am not yet having my full a-one-ness with my God, and therefore I am not perfect, you
see.
Question: One who is experiencing Christ Consciousness would be in a feeling of total love and
would feel love everywhere. Is that right?
Dr. Blair: The unconditional love, yes.
Response: What I am trying to do is make heads or tails of asthetics or beauty, being in the eye
of the beholder.
Dr. Blair: Yes.
Response: Would it be only a mental state or could it be physical?
Dr. Blair: It could manifest in both and most definitely one affects the other when the heart is
pure and uplifted, the radiance that comes on the face of that individual is beyond
comprehension, sometimes. That is why you look upon one who you have not seen in some
time, and they have come into greater awareness and you say, my goodness, they look so
beautiful. And in reality it is the new radiance that they are emanating. It has not been a
physical characteristic change.
Question: Is everything actually perfect?
Dr. Blair: It is perfect for the moment in time in which it is manifesting. Yes.
But only God is perfect in the true sense. Only God is perfect. But there is certainly…it is like
when the child is born into the womb and brought into the world, and at that time the child is
brought into the world, if indeed from a physical and mental and emotional level it seems to have
no imperfections, man in a physical body says that child is perfect. In reality for that moment in
time that child is indeed perfect. However, the child is not perfect in the connotation of God.
Question: God is perfect, love is God, so therefore love is perfect?
Dr. Blair: When it is manifested in a perfect manner, yes. Boy we could get that complicated
could we not? Because God indeed…love is not always manifested in a perfect manner. Just
because it has the banner, as it were, of love, that does not mean it is perfect, or even right, as it
were. Sometimes love for the wrong purpose might, to the contrary, it might not be right at all.
The act of love itself is right but the problem behind the act, the thought behind the act, is not
perfect, yes.
How are we doing on the time David? The Rock says the hands are there. Yes, he`s
nervous. I think I had better take leave of the body.
And it has once again been a pleasure for me to have this opportunity, and as I go forth
from this opportunity, I hope that each of you may give a little more consideration, not only to
the blessings that God has so richly bestowed, but most especially, look upon those that have

become a part of your very being, look upon them with appreciation, look upon them with
thanksgiving, and with love.
And as I leave I ask only that God pour forth his richest of all blessing upon each and
every one of you. May you ever walk in his light and know his love. But most of all may you
truly be filled with his peace. God bless you one and all.

